The relative contributions of genetic and social factors in shaping the living world are a crucial question in ecology. The annual migration of birds to their wintering grounds and back provides significant knowledge in this field of research. Migratory movements are predominantly genetically determined in passerine birds, while in large soaring birds, it is presumed that social (cultural) factors play the largest role. In this study, we show that genetic factors in soaring birds are more important than previously assumed. We used global positioning system (GPS)-telemetry to compare the autumn journeys and wintering ranges of two closely related large raptorial bird species, the greater spotted eagle Clanga clanga and the lesser spotted eagle Clanga pomarina, and hybrids between them. The timing of migration in hybrids was similar to that of one parental species, but the wintering distributions and home range sizes were similar to those of the other. Tracking data were supported by habitat suitability modelling, based on GPS fixes and ring recoveries. These results suggest a strong genetic influence on migration strategy via a trait-dependent dominance effect, although we cannot rule out the contribution of social interactions.
Background
The relative contributions of genes and the environment in shaping the living world are a crucial question in biology. Among non-genetic factors, the influence of social interactions has been a subject of debate in various research disciplines but has also led to many fruitful studies in ecology [1, 2] . Movement ecology has provided an enormous amount of information related to animal behaviour, although most studies have simply measured and described the movement of organisms, without reference to ecological or internal factors [3] .
The annual migration of birds to their wintering grounds and back is among the most conspicuous of animal movements. These journeys have provided an opportunity to study the roles of various determinants of behaviour in avian taxa [4, 5] . Experimental [6] [7] [8] [9] and field studies [8, 10] have demonstrated a predominantly genetic basis of migration strategies in passerine birds. The most important innate mechanism influencing the timing, direction and duration of migration is often called the 'clock-and-compass' mechanism (reviewed in [8, 11, 12] ). However, the complete migratory syndrome is highly complex and varies among species; it involves physiological adaptations, specific sensors and behavioural mechanisms and is assumed to be governed by the so-called 'migratory gene package' [13] . Alternatively, non-genetic mechanisms may be important. Both field studies [14, 15] and models [16, 17] have suggested that social (cultural) factors are more important than genetic factors in long-lived non-passerines. Social learning is well supported by the experimental translocation of individuals from day-migrating soaring species, such as storks [18] and cranes [19] , which are gregarious during migration. However, a similar mechanism has also been suggested to explain the migratory paths of birds of prey, which usually migrate alone [20] [21] [22] [23] .
Closely related species or even neighbouring populations of the same species can differ dramatically in their migratory behaviour and wintering ranges [24, 25] . Such species may also hybridize, which, as a natural cross-breeding experiment, sheds light on the inheritance pattern of migratory traits. Mechanisms underlying migration have been revealed by artificial cross-breeding or field studies of hybrid individuals from populations across zones of migratory divides [7,10,26 -28] . Interspecific hybrids may migrate similarly to one of the two parental species, reflecting the dominance of genetic determinants [28] [29] [30] , with intermediate characteristics revealing an additive effect [7, 8, 27, 31] . Alternatively, hybrids may exhibit variation in traits ranging from those of one parental species to those of another, which may be associated with sex-linked inheritance [10, 28] . Migration studies of wild avian hybrids have focused on small passerines, and therefore have been limited by imprecise methods, such as assessments of stable isotope profiles [28, 29] or analyses using light-level geolocators [10] . In this study, we applied precise global positioning system (GPS) tracking to analyse the migration of hybrids.
We studied large raptorial birds, i.e. the greater spotted eagle Clanga clanga and the lesser spotted eagle Clanga pomarina, which use mainly soaring-gliding flight during migration. The wintering ranges of these two species differ substantially. Clanga clanga is generally a short-distance migrant, wintering in southern Eurasia and northeast Africa, while the long-distance migrant C. pomarina moves to southern Africa. Clanga clanga population sizes have declined significantly, and a shortage of conspecifics and vanishing habitat barriers [32, 33] have forced this globally vulnerable eagle to interbreed with the more numerous C. pomarina across their broad contact zone in eastern Europe [34] .
Bird migration is a complex phenomenon characterized by many factors, which often are intercorrelated [5] . We chose four well-established variables (the date of departure breeding territory, longitude, latitude and size of the individual wintering range) to study the timing and routes of migration and the wintering strategy of hybrid spotted eagles, compared with those of the two parental species. We marked 62 C. clanga, C. pomarina and hybrid individuals with GPS tags and determined whether characteristics of migration and wintering behaviour in interspecific hybrids resembled those of parental species. We also evaluated whether the observed patterns are consistent with dominance, additive effects or sex-linked inheritance of genetic determinants.
Methods (a) Study species and marking of birds
Clanga clanga is one of the rarest eagle species in Europe. Within the European Union (EU), only small declining populations remain in Poland (up to 20 birds) and Estonia (fewer than 10 birds); in other EU countries, only a few individuals have recently been found (e.g. in Lithuania) [35] . Clanga pomarina is also protected, but breeds at a much higher density, mostly in central and eastern Europe (16 400-22 100 pairs) [35] . -2016) . The total sample included 27 C. clanga, 21 C. pomarina and 14 hybrids belonging to both sexes and various age groups (electronic supplementary material, table S1), accounting for a substantial proportion of the C. clanga population and hybrids in the western margin of its range.
The species identity of the studied individuals was determined by morphological [36, 37] and genetic analysis using a combination of neutral microsatellite and single-nucleotide polymorphism markers [34, 38] . The genetic method, applied here to approximately 1500 referenced individuals sampled across Europe, separates hybrids efficiently from parental species, and, with a somewhat higher error rate, separates F 1 hybrids from backcrosses to the parental species [38] . The migration routes of these groups are presented separately (figure 1), but, to account for the small number of backcrosses (three birds were identified as F 1 Â C. pomarina) and to eliminate any potential errors, all of the hybrids were pooled for statistical analyses. Birds were sexed based on the chromo-helicase-DNA-binding protein (CHD) gene [39] , wing length or behaviour (adult birds only).
Birds were equipped with a 30-45 g (less than 2% of the body mass of the birds) solar-powered GPS tag as a backpack. These were either satellite transmitters that registered the location every 2 h during the daytime (Microwave Telemetry Inc., Northstar Inc.) or Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) transmitters, which could be programmed remotely (Aquila IT, Ecotone, Ornitela), enabling us to change programmes according to bird behaviour and location. The types of GPS devices and their mean sampling frequencies for each bird are presented in the electronic supplementary material, table S2. Since various types of devices were used over the study period, the number of locations for each bird differed considerably, and this variation has the potential to influence the results. However, significant correlations between the variables of interest and the number of GPS fixes were not detected (timing, r ¼ -0.12, p ¼ 0.48; wintering range, r ¼ 0.03, p ¼ 0.85).
(b) Migration and wintering data
Spotted eagles have relatively small home ranges, and most of their flights during the breeding season are within a radius of a few kilometres around the nest [40] . Therefore, the onset of migration was easy to distinguish from local flights. The onset of each migratory journey was first determined by expert opinion based on a sudden change in the movement pattern of a tagged individual (a long, straight flight in the main migratory direction). Thereafter, to objectively verify this choice, the daily distance between the two most distant locations in a given full day was checked to verify that it exceeded a threshold of 56 km, which is exactly double the distance from nest registered for spotted eagles in a single day on the breeding grounds. The last locations at the breeding home range and first migration overnight locations (both randomly modified for conservation reasons) are presented in the electronic supplementary material, table S3. An individual was considered to have ended its migration when it stopped this clearly southward directed continuous movement and the same threshold value was not exceeded in the next 5 days (after stopovers, southward migration was continued).
In total, one to eight autumn journeys were followed per bird. As the timing differed substantially among years, the departure and arrival dates for each year were included in the analysis, but year was added as a random variable to the model (see below). In most cases, individual consistency in route and wintering quarter selection was observed; hence to avoid pseudo-replication effects, only one route and wintering site per adult were analysed. However, as migration performance may change according to the age of the bird [41] , for juvenile rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20180855 birds, tracks as a second-year bird (10 individuals) or as an adult (one individual), if available, were also evaluated, and individual identity was included as a random factor in the model. As the migration of juveniles as a group may be different from that in other age classes [20, 41] , all analyses were repeated without juvenile birds, but a significant difference compared with the analysis using the full dataset, presented in Results, was not detected. Our study included related birds (adult -offspring pairs or offspring from consecutive years; electronic supplementary material, table S1). Therefore, identity of breeding territory, a proxy for relatedness, was included as a random factor in the model.
Journeys from the breeding to wintering grounds are complex phenomena determined by many intercorrelated factors. To simplify the analysis and interpretation, only the most straightforward and universal variables were used when testing Figure 1 . Autumn migration routes of the spotted eagles followed in the current study. Tracks of C. clanga are shown in yellow, C. pomarina in blue, F 1 hybrids in red and F 1 Â C. pomarina backcrosses in orange. Note that all sea crossings, except the flight over the Adriatic Sea to Italy and over the Gibraltar Strait, are artefacts owing to gaps in the dataset.
rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20180855 for differences between groups (data presented in the electronic supplementary material, tables S3 -S5). Migration timing was defined as the date of departure from the breeding site. The location of the wintering home range was characterized by the geometric mean latitude and longitude. Wintering strategy was revealed by the size of an individual's winter home range. The direction and distance between breeding and wintering sites are also widely used in migration studies; therefore, these distances as loxodromes (rhumb lines) were evaluated using the birdring package v. 1.3 for R [42] . The direction of the wintering site with respect to the breeding site was highly correlated with the longitude (r ¼ -0.89, p , 0.001), and total flight distance during migration was highly correlated with the latitude (r ¼ -0.96, p , 0.001). As the latitude and longitude of the wintering site depend less on the location of the breeding site, only these variables were used to characterize the spatial migration strategy.
(c) Data analysis
To overcome possible bias resulting from limited samples of tracked individuals, habitat suitability models were built (using MAXENT v. 3.3.3 k) to check for overlap between the wintering ranges of the target species and their hybrids [43] . The input data were the GPS fixes acquired in the course of the telemetry studies for C. clanga (16 942 fixes), C. pomarina (8790 fixes) and hybrids (7808 fixes; electronic supplementary material, tables S6 -S8). The variables used to predict habitat suitability were 19 bioclimatic variables downloaded at a 2.5 min raster resolution from the WorldClim database [44] and 5 min resolution global MODIS land cover [45] . Prior to model execution, using ARCGIS v. 10.3 [46] , values for each variable were extracted using pooled GPS locations from the wintering period of all individuals of both species. Then, a Pearson correlation matrix was built to discard the strongly correlated variables (with r . 0.6). The predictors were the remaining, uncorrelated variables, i.e. land cover, annual mean temperature (bio1), annual temperature range (bio7), mean temperature during the driest quarter (bio9), annual precipitation (bio12), precipitation during the warmest quarter (bio18) and precipitation during the coldest quarter (bio19). Each raster variable was cropped to the extent of data (WGS84 extend top: 75.4, left: -18.8, right: 55.0, bottom: -36.4). Land use was upscaled by the nearest neighbour method using ARCGIS.
Models were evaluated first at the individual level and then at the species level. In the first approach, separate models were built for each individual tracked for at least three winter months (n ¼ 18 models for C. clanga, 10 for C. pomarina and six for hybrids). All data were used as training datasets. Final models were obtained by averaging all models for a given species/hybrids using Raster Calculator in ARCGIS. In the second approach, GPS fixes were pooled for species/hybrids groups and assigned to training (75%) and testing (25%) datasets. A jack-knife test was used to determine the variables that yielded the best gain during model training. Finally, models at the individual and species levels were averaged to smooth the biases resulting from the two different approaches.
Models were validated in two ways. First, receiver operating characteristic curves were compared between the training and testing data, and the area under the curve (AUC) was used to evaluate the models. Model validation with AUC values is a standard procedure, although it has been criticized [47] . Therefore, the model was also validated using an external dataset from the recovery of wintering C. clanga (n ¼ 13) and hybrid (n¼ 5) individuals in Poland and Estonia (electronic supplementary material, table S9); the model for C. pomarina was highly consistent with a number of earlier telemetry studies of this species ( [22] and references therein). It was assumed that places suitable for wintering were those in which the modelled habitat suitability was equal to or greater than the threshold for the maximum training sensitivity plus specificity [48] . A binary surface of suitable/non-suitable areas and another with ringing recoveries marked as single pixels of equal resolution to the MAXENT models were created. Validation was conducted using MAP COMPARISON KIT v. 3.2.3 [49] with a fuzzy inference system [50] to check if both matched, taking into account a fuzzy binary relation.
The size of winter home ranges was calculated using all available GPS fixes for each tracked bird (except for one individual, in which 1010 points were drawn from an incomparably larger dataset consisting of 21 632 locations). Home ranges were estimated by applying 95% kernel density functions using ARCMET plugin v. 10.2.2.v. 2 [51] within ARCGIS. The reference bandwidth was used, and the output raster resolution was set to 200 m for the small-and medium-range wintering sites and 400 m for large sites. Calculations were performed using the cylindrical equal-area projection.
Interspecific differences in the onset of migration as well as in the location and size of wintering home ranges were analysed using R v. 3.3.3 [52] . As the number of variables was not large and the sample sizes were small and differed between variables, separate models were developed for each variable. The homogeneity of variances was evaluated using the Fligner-Killeen test. Differences between group means were evaluated by linear mixed models (LMMs) using the lme function of the package nlme v. 3.1-131 [53] . The significance of differences between groups was evaluated by assessing the deviance of the model after the removal of the explanatory variable using a likelihoodratio test. Additionally, the difference between Akaike's information criterion (DAIC) values for the models with and without the explanatory variables was calculated. Julian date, longitude, latitude and home range size were the response variables, group (either species or hybrids) was included as an independent fixed factor, and individual identity and breeding territory were included as random factors. In the model of migration timing, 'year' was also used as a random factor. To explore the sample size limitation, the analysis was repeated without 'year', but nearly identical results were obtained (DAIC ¼ 2.0; likelihood ratio (LR) , 0.1, p ¼ 1). To control for detected homoscedasticity, weights were applied to the grouping factor levels using the function VarIdent in nlme. The significance of differences between the groups was tested by Tukey post hoc comparisons using the function glht in the package multcomp v. 1.4-1 [54] . The R-script is available in the electronic supplementary material.
Results
In the initial models, we detected no effect of sex on the relationships between the four variables and the migration and wintering properties of birds. Therefore, we pooled data for both sexes for further analyses and focused on detecting differences between hybrids and the two species.
The tracked C. clanga individuals left their breeding sites significantly later than C. pomarina or hybrids, and we did not detect a difference between the latter two groups (figure 2a and table 1; electronic supplementary material, video V1). However, we observed significantly less variation among departure times in C. pomarina than in C. clanga or hybrids (figure 2a).
Clanga clanga migrated in a wide range of directions and wintered in southern Europe, Anatolia and eastern Africa (southeastern Sahel; figure 1 ; electronic supplementary material, V1). All of the tracked C. pomarina individuals used a narrow migration corridor to southern Africa ( figure 1;  electronic supplementary material, V1) , although a few ring rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20180855 recoveries also indicated the use of another route east of the Black Sea. We detected significant interspecific differences in wintering ranges with respect to latitude but not longitude, and observed significantly greater variation in wintering range selection in C. clanga than in C. pomarina (figures 2b,c and 3 and table 1). The median range of wintering hybrid eagles was located at intermediate latitudes, although the ranges of C. clanga and the hybrids overlapped to a great extent (figures 2b and 3) . Upon the application of a suitability threshold, the overlap of the modelled suitable wintering range reached 7.6% between C. clanga and hybrids, 1.1% between hybrids and C. pomarina and only 0.02% between C. clanga and C. pomarina. There was no difference in the longitudes of the wintering sites between hybrids and the other groups, but, similar to C. clanga, we detected significantly greater variation in longitudes for the hybrids than for C. pomarina ( figure 2c and table 1) .
Habitat suitability modelling indicated that the wintering sites of C. clanga were defined by precipitation during the coldest quarter and the mean annual precipitation, while the greatest gain in the C. pomarina model was attributed to the land cover type and the mean temperature of the driest quarter of the year. The most suitable wintering sites of hybrids were determined by the annual temperature range and precipitation. The wintering home ranges of C. pomarina individuals were significantly larger than those of C. clanga or hybrids, and we did not detect any significant difference between the two latter groups ( figure 2d and table 1 ).
Discussion
It has been suggested that, in large birds, which typically use soaring flight during migration, the expression of an individual's migratory journey is predominately determined by learning and the social transmission of migratory behaviour, rather than by an inherited migration programme [5] . One may argue that this applies only to gregarious species, which form large migration flocks and whose families migrate together, such as storks and cranes [18, 19] . Eagles have prolonged parental care, but families usually migrate separately [55] , which reduces the opportunity to learn migration routes from parents. However, a recent translocation experiment suggested the importance of learning for the selection of migration routes in C. pomarina [22] . Moreover, small flocks with other conspecifics could form during various stages of migration, and high concentrations of C. pomarina individuals are found at migration bottlenecks [56] [57] [58] , creating an opportunity for observational learning.
However, the importance of learning was not supported by our results, although we acknowledge the limitations of our data. If social influence predominated in spotted eagles, one would expect hybrids to follow C. pomarina to their wintering range because hybrids started their migration as early as C. pomarina, while most C. clanga individuals departed their breeding grounds significantly later. This was not the case, as the wintering ranges of most hybrids were similar to those of C. clanga, and the median latitude was intermediate between those of the two species. Additionally, there was substantial variation among wintering longitudes in hybrids, similar to observations in C. clanga. Finally, the wintering strategy of hybrids also resembled the strategy of C. clanga in that they often used a restricted home range instead of travelling long distances over the course of winter, which is a typical behaviour in C. pomarina.
These observations suggest genetic influences on the selection of a migration strategy. Our results corroborate the results of previous displacement experiments using wild-caught migrants and orientation tests illustrating that genetic factors in birds determine the direction and approximate distance of migration [8] . Unlike the authors, we argue that the recent translocation experiment of naive C. pomarina from Latvia to Germany [22] also suggests that migration has a genetic basis. Differently from native German birds, most eagles translocated from Latvia headed south. This direction would have led them from their original location directly to the Bosporus land-bridge; however, after translocation, these individuals perished in the Mediterranean Sea. This is direct evidence for the elimination of non-adaptive genes by natural selection. The experiment also supports the genetic determination of timing because translocated birds started their migration significantly earlier than local birds. This is expected because they originated from higher latitudes where earlier autumnal weather conditions become less suitable for soaring flight. It has been argued that, if the migration route is largely genetically determined, then individual birds would follow roughly the same route each year [59] , and learning may result in the slight adjustment of paths over the years [41] . This was the case for the spotted eagles in the present study, which virtually always used the same wintering site and often followed the same route over the years. In only a few cases, we noted differences in routes and destinations between the first 2 years of life, suggesting the importance of learning. Genetic determination is further supported by two examples of studied families verified by genetic analyses. First, tracking data and ring recoveries indicated that four studied brothers of C. clanga from four different years migrated to southwestern Europe; second, a tracked hybrid female wintered in Sicily, and her brother was identified by a colour ring in Sardinia. However, a tracked hybrid juvenile migrated to east Africa, but offspring from the same nest migrated at least twice to west Africa; parental identity was not known in this case.
Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the genetic determination of migration and the selection of wintering grounds in hybrids. We found only weak support for an additive genetic effect, which would result in an intermediate wintering strategy in hybrids, and no support for sex-linked inheritance. It is important to note that hybridization between spotted eagles, at least in the western part of the range, is strongly asymmetric, predominantly between female C. clanga and male C. pomarina [34] , which sets limits for the separation of sex-and species-specific effects. This does not influence Z-chromosomal linkage, which is dependent only on the sex of hybrids, but leaves open the potential for maternal W-linked or cytoplasmic inheritance. However, in this study, the mother of the abovementioned four C. clanga males used a completely different flyway and wintered in Anatolia, more than 3000 km from her sons. The most parsimonious explanation for our data is the genetic dominance mechanism, which predicts the clustering of hybrids with one parental species. However, the dominance effect differed between the determination of migration routes and migration timing. This is somewhat surprising, because timing and wintering destination are interactive and are crucial traits from an evolutionary perspective, i.e. birds need to leave in a very specific time interval to arrive at their destination at the appropriate time. Accordingly, these variables should ideally be orchestrated together, but our data suggest that they are under different selective pressures.
In long-lived birds, it is likely that the innate genetic programme acts in concert with other determinants of migration. For example, daylength and weather are important triggers of avian migration [60, 61] , and a suite of different compasses may be cross-calibrated or integrated for direction finding, depending on the geographical and ecological situation [11] . Social interactions strongly affect migratory schedules [62] , and the departure of spotted eagles from breeding grounds may be influenced by encounters with conspecifics [22] . Hence, the onset of migration of hybrids may be additionally induced by early-departing C. pomarina. The importance of learning and social cues in finding the optimal migration routes and wintering sites cannot be neglected [22, 23] ; the importance of social cues is, for example, supported by the change in routes over the first years of life [41] , seen also in our data. We did not analyse the impact of weather on migration (but see [22] ), but our results indicated relationships among various climatic factors and the wintering ranges of spotted eagles. Interestingly, the ranges of both C. clanga and hybrids seemed to be determined by precipitation, but this factor was not included in the distribution model for C. pomarina, which indicated a lack of overlap not only with the wintering range of C. clanga, but also with that of hybrids. In fact, a similar tendency has been detected at a local scale on breeding grounds, where interspecific pairs seem to form predominantly in habitats typical for C. clanga [31] . Given the inheritance of habitat selection [63 -65] and the similarity of breeding and wintering habitats among spotted eagles [31, 32, 50] , hybrid individuals may prefer wintering habitats similar to those of C. clanga. This, accompanied by the adjustment to different prey resources [66, 67] , may be further reflected by differences in the size of the wintering home range from that of C. pomarina. Hence, wintering strategy seems to be additionally determined by the ecological niche, which is influenced by genetic factors [63 -65] .
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